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LC TROUBLTSHOOTING

Testing Method Performance

f ten, one of the f irst signs of

trouble with a l iquid chro-

matography (LC) method is

a fai lure to pass the system suitabi l i ty

requirements for the method. In fact,

early warning of potential problems

is one of the primary purposes of a

system suitabi l i ty test. As stated in

the regulatory guidance ( l) ,  "The

accuracy and precision of HPLC data

col lected begin with a well-behaved

chromatographic system. The system

suitabi l i ty specif icat ions and tests are

parameters that provide assistance

in achieving this purpose." Unfortu-

nately, sometimes we lose sight of the

purpose of a system suitabi l i ty test

and worry more about checking the

boxes on a form than what the test is

trying to do. I often am asked what

system suitabi l i ty requirements are

mandated by regulat ion. This is an
interesting question, because as far

as I know, there are no firm require-

m€nts as to what parameters must

be  measured or  what  the  min imum

values of these parameters must be.

The closest thing that I  can f ind to

requirements is a document cal led
"Reviewer Guidance: Val idation of

Chromatographic Methods," (1) from

the Food and Drug Administrat ion's

Center for Drug Evaluation and

Research (FDA-CDER). This is a

document intended to give CDER

reviewers of LC methoos some

guidel ines about what to look for in

a "good" method. Or as the docu-
ment states ( l) ,  "The purpose of this

technical review guide is to present

the issues to consider when evaluat-

ing chromatographic test methods

from a regulatory perspective." Many

workers feel that if their methods
perform at least as well as the recom-

mendations of this document, they

will be safe from regulatory criticism.

This may or may not be a well-rea-

soned response. This month's "LC

Troubleshooting" discussion wil l  cen-
ter on the recommendations of the

CDER document, especial ly in terms

of what it means from a practical

method performance standpoint.

The Recommendations

Table I summarizes four of the key

parameters that can be used to evalu-
ate method performance. These are

standard measurements that most

workers make on a routine basis.
Let's review the definitions of each of

these, then look at some examples.

Retention factor, h. The retention

factor (also sometimes called capacity

factor, h') is a measure of the distri-
bution of the analyte between the
mobile phase and the stationary phase

in the column in isocratic (constant

organic solvent) separations. It can be

thought of as a way to measure reten-

tion in a manner that is independent

of column dimensions and flow rate.

Retention factor is calculated as

P: ( tx-  to)  |  to ul

where /* is the retention time of

the analyte of interest and lo is the

column dead-time ("solvent front").

As has been discussed in other "LC

Troubleshooting" columns (for exam-

ple, see reference 2), when developing

a new method, we strive for 2 < h I

10, but usually wi l l  accept |  < h <

20 for al l  the peaks of interest in a
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Figure 1r Simulated chromatograms showing effect of resolut ion and tai l ing factor:
(a) f f :  1.0; R, :  1.5 (peaks 1 and 2), 1.7 (peaks 2 and 3), 2.0 (peaks 3 and 4); (b) IF:
1.5; (c) fF: 2.0. Column: 150 mm X 4.6 mm, 5-pm part icles; f low rate: 1 mL/min (to :

1 .5  min ;  N:  10 ,000) .
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separation. Peaks with 2 ( 1 can be

compromised with real samples that

contain large "garbage" peaks at ro.

Methods with 2 ) 2 also tend to be

more robust to small changes in the

chromatographic conditions.

Resolut ion, R.. Resolut ion is the

measurement of the separation of two

peaks in a chromatogram and is a

function of both the peak widths ea

and retention t imes:

4 : (t^, - tRrX0.5 [w, + wr)) 12]

where the subscripts refer to the first

and second peaks. The peak width

is determined by drawing tangents

to the sides of the peak and measur-

ing the distance between the tangents

where they intersect the baseline. Base-

line separation of a perfectly shaped

Gaussian peak pair (a rarity in LC) is

observed with R, : 1.J (see peaks 1

and2in Figure la).

Iaif ing factor, TF. Peak tailing is

measured with the tailing factor in

the pharmaceutical industry, and with

a slightly different calculation called
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the asymmetry factor As for most

nonpharmaceutical applications.

TF: (AC)|ZAB t3l

where lC is the width of the peak

at 5o/o of its height and ,4.8 is the front

half-width at the same height. (,4s

is calculated as the back half-width

divided by the front half-width at l0o/o

of the peak height.) New columns

with well-behaved test comoounds will

generate tailing factors of 0.9-1.2, so a

little tailing is normal.

Column plate number, N. The

plate number, also called the column

efficiency, is a unitless way to measure

the performance of the column. It is

calculated as:

N: 16 (t,'tlu)2 t4l

Plate numbers for new columns

can be quite large. For example, a
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150 mm X 4.6 mm column packed
with 5-pm diameter particles can
give plate numbers of 12,000-15,000
with well-behaved compounds. A 100
mm X 4.6 mm, 3-pm column might
give 13,000-16,000 plates under the
same conditions. Under more realistic
conditions with "real" samples, plate
numbers of 10,000 are more reason-
able for these columns, and we will
use this as a reference value for a well-
behaved 150 mm X 4.6 mm, 5-pm or
100 mm X 4.6 mm, 3-pm column in
the present discussion.

Checking the Numbers
Let's look next at the practical impact

of the recommendations of Table I.

Figures I and 2 contain simulated

chromatograms that will help illus-

trate various points. A 150 mm X 4.6

mm, 5-pm part icle diameter column

operated at a flow rate of I ml/min

is assumed (to: 1.5 min). In Figure

I, l / :  10,000; in Figure 2, the plate

number is noted. Tailing is simulated

using an exponential calculation,

which might be adequate for some

types of tailing, but not others.

Retention factor. In Figure 1, 2 =

1.0 for the peak I and h : 175 for

peak 4. It can be seen that with these

chromatograms with a fairly small ro

peak, h > 1 should avoid any interfer-

ence with the unretained material.

However, if the unretained peak is

quite large and tails badly, it is quite

possible that retention of * < 1 might

have some interference problems. So

the recommendation of Table I of h

) 2 is fairly conservative; although it

is nice to have h ) 2, as long as * )

l, the first peak should be sufficiently

retained to avoid problems with the

unretained peak. Sometimes /-values

are reduced to speed up the separation,
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but this can be false economy, because

of potential for problems at the begin-

ning of the chromatogram. One way

around this problem is to increase the

flow rate, which will shorten the reten-

tion times but will not affect p - pesl

methods operate well below the maxi-

mum pressure limits of the LC system,

so an increase in flow (and pressure)

can be tolerated.

Resolution. In Figure la, symmetric

peaks are assumed (TF : 1.0) and the

peak spacing has been adjusted so that

the resolution between peak I and

peak2 is 1.5, between peak 2 and peak

3 is 1.7, and between peaks 3 and 4 is

2.0. For these perfectly shaped peaks,

it can be seen that with R" : 1.5, the

valley between the peaks just touches

the baseline. Ifthere is any deteriora-

tion of the column or peak tailing, the

valley will rise and resolution will be

inadequate. Many workers accept R :

!.7 as a minimum (the separation of

Data sysf€rrrs
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peaks 2 and 3), and although this does

offer baseline separation, there is no

safety margin if the column deterio-

rates. Only R, : 2.0 (between peaks 3

and 4) gives both adequate separation

and a little safety for small changes in

the separation.

I
4

Time (min)

Figure 2: Simulated chromatograms showing effect of tail ing factor and column
plate number: (a) N: 10,000; (b) ru = 5000; (c) N: 2000. Retention adjusted for R,
:  1 .5 and TF :  1.5 in a l l  cases.  Samecolumn as in  F igure 1.
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Tail ing factor. 'W'hen the peaks

tai l ,  resolut ion suffers. This is i l lus-

trated in Figure lb for TF: 1.5 and

Figure lc for TF : 2.0. \7ith no

change in retention times, now the

resolution that ranged from 1,5 to

2 .0  in  F igure  la  i s  on ly  1 .0  to  1 .3  in

Figure lb, and 0.75 to 1.0 in Figure

1c. This means that i f  peaks tai l  and

R, > 2.0 is desired, retention must

be increased. which wil l  result in

longer run t imes (see discussion of

Figure 2). Tai l ing peaks also com-

pl icate the calculat ion of resolut ion.
'W'ith 

equation 2, symmetrical peaks

are assumed. I f  peaks tai l ,  i t  is only

the port ion of the peak that contr ib-

utes to the valley that is important,

so the back half of the first peak and

the front half of the second peak

contribute to the resolution. Data

systems base resolution calculations

on the peak width, so reported values

with tailing peaks might not reflect

the true resolution.

Column plate number. Peak width

changes with the square root ofthe

plate number (equation 4), so smaller

plate numbers mean broader peaks

and less resolution. Figure 2 shows

the result of a combination of TF :

1.5 and R. : 1.5 for various plate-

number columns. As ly' is reduced,

retention must be increased to main-

tain resolution. To obtain R, : 1.5

for all peaks, the run time of Figure

lb must be increased to that shown

in Figure 2a, The run must be even

longer for columns that have lower

plate numbers and, thus, generate

broader peaks, as seen by compar-

ing the chromatograms of Figure 2.

The larger retention times and lower

plate numbers combine to give shorter

peaks (constant area is assumed), so

detection limits will suffer when the

plate number is reduced. For example,

The retention of peak 4 is 50o/o Iarger

in Figure 2c when compared with

Figure 2a, At the same time, the peak

width is more than twice as large, so

the peak height and, thus, sensitivity

has dropped by more than twofold.

What Does l t  Mean?

So are the recommendations of Table

I reasonable or not? I have mixed



feel ings about using these values as

targets for system performance, but

they certainly are not unreasonable.

Ifyou can develop a method so that

h > 2 for the first peak, you are

likely to have fewer problems with

the method, but many methods work

very well  with A > l .  The remain-

ing parameters are somewhat inter-

related. As columns age, typical ly

peak tai l ing increases and the plate

number drops. These factors, coupled

with any change in retention t ime,

wil l  result in a change in resolut ion
- usually for the worse. For this rea-

son, i t  usual ly is worthwhile to spend

extra time during method develop-

ment to develop a more robust sepa-

1x1isn - one that will tolerate the

inevitable changes in the separation

that occur over t ime.

R" = 2 is adequate for equal-sized

peaks. If the peak size varies widely

between peaks in the chromatogram,

such as with impurity analysis or sta-

bility-indicating assays, larger values of

resolution might be required. Today's

high-purity-silica columns generate

much more symmetrical peaks than

the previous generation of columns,

so I would target a maximum tailing

factor of 1.5-1.7. More tailing than

this usually can be avoided by picking

another column, adjusting the mobile

phase pH, or changing the mobile

phase organic solvent. Remember, if

you develop a method that starts with

TF : 2, it will only get worse as the

column ages.

A plate number of 2000 is likely to

be inadequate unless you have a very

simple separation. You will be able to

get better sensitivity, higher resolu-

tion, and faster runs (all other factors

the same) with a column that gener-

ates more plates. A new l50-mm-long,

5-pm part icle or 100 mm, 3-pm

column will give l/ 10,000 for real

compounds; by the time the initial

plate number drops by 25-30o/o, it is

probably time to replace the column.

Although a new column costs $500
or so, i f  i t  lasts more than 500 injec-

tions, it accounts for less than 2o/o

ofthe overal l  analysis costs, so i t  is

prudent to replace the column when it

gives signs of deterioration.
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If you meet the guidelines of Table
I, will your methods always pass regu-
latory scrutiny? No. Is it necessary to
meet the guidelines to have a method
that performs well? No. However,
if you use Table I as it is intended
- a guideline - you should be able
to develop methods that perform
well and will pass regulatory inspec-
tion. The key is to test the method
for robustness - tolerance to small
changes ofthe type expected in nor-
mal operation, such as +2o/o organic,
-r3 "C, or t0.l pH units. And then
develop a system suitability test that
really checks to be sure the method
is functioning adequately to gather
reliable data. Ifyou develop a robust
method and document how and why
you chose the method settings, you
will be less likely to have regulatory
issues. More importantlS you will
understand the effects ofthe method
variables on method performance, so
you can keep the method working
well and can knolv what to do when it
begins to show signs of problems.
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